
Esteemed dignitaries, fellow students, it is my pleasure to welcome and congratulate you all 

Class of 2020 on your achievements through your years of study and going through your finals 

under irregular circumstances. “We made it”. As the year began, no one would have imagined 

it would be a trying year, the advent of Corona Virus certainly did not make the academic year 

any easier. Everyone was pushed into unfamiliar territory but it is with the excellence of our 

institutions, faculties, departments that I speak to you now, thankful to Kyrenia University and 

Near East university who availed an efficient study program. It cannot go without recognition, 

our lecturers and supervisors who mentored us during this period. I say again with gratitude, 

thank you. Would like to extend our gratitude to University of Kyrenia, our Aviation 

department who gave us this opportunity to flourish under their colours as we now chart a new 

chapter in our lives, we are proud to wear the colours of aviators. It is my belief we can endure 

anything that comes as we have been empowered with powerful tools, KNOWLEDGE. It 

cannot go without being mentioned the sacrifices that our parents and guardians gave. Without 

them, it would have never come to fruition and applaud their labour’s. They worked tirelessly 

from the time we began our studies until to the end, today we are here celebrating an 

achievement of our life time. More success is yet to come. I wish they were here to witness 

what they always dreamed. I personally thank my father for his unconditional love, hard work 

to make sure l achieve my dream goal and also wish to thank my mother's prayers Rest in 

peace mama. Lastly, I wish to extend my gratitude to my friends who motivated me and gave 

me the desire and drive to achieve my dream goal since l was a kid to become an Aviator. 

Coming to Cyprus was not easy, learning a new culture even more difficult but one thing, an 

important school I learnt about life was friends help bridge the cultural gap. I would like to say 

I learnt a lot from them and them from me. It will certainly help me in the multi-cultural 

corporate world. So, I wish you all success wherever your life journey takes you and never 

forget where you come from and work tirelessly in achieving your dreams.  


